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Banasiewicz

What Others
Are Saying...
“I had the pleasure of being a cospeaker with Jackie for a large corporate
audience where we inspired and created
a culture of positivity and teamwork.
Jackie was able to engage the audience
through humor and involve them on a
personal level.”

Inspire, Motivate & Educate
Your Attendees to Have
World Class Success!

Jacqueline V. Banasiewicz is a Licensed Professional
Counselor, Author, and Speaker recognized as a
Leading Authority on Grief, Loss, “Recovering from
the Unrecoverable” and Choosing Success!

• Irene Melo - IT Project Manager at
Aetna, a CVS Health Company
“If you’re ready to take your life to
higher levels and sustain continuous
growth and improvement, then you
must work with Jackie. She has the
unique ability to connect on a level that
instantly changes people’s lives! And,
the best thing is that she comes from
the heart and truly cares about making
a positive difference in the lives of
others!”

“Engaging and Inspiring Others to Engage and
Inspire Themselves”, she helps people transform
GRIEF into Growth, Relief, Insight, Energy, Freedom!
“Success is how YOU Choose to define it for
YOURSELF - Emotionally, Spiritually, Relationally
Financially, Educationally, Physically” - JVB

• James Malinchak - Featured on ABC’s
Hit TV Show, “Secret Millionaire” One of
America’s Leading Keynote Speakers &
Business Coaches

Speaker, Leading Coach & Author

				More Than A Book!
				

These strategies are being used by:

“Jackie has the ability & passion to
connect with people and inspire them
to create change after experiencing life
altering challenges. She leads from the
stage with humor, heart and passion.
Her undeniable warmth and compassion
makes it easier to feel instantly
comfortable and open to sharing,
learning, and healing.”

				• Individuals:

				 As their blueprint for leading themselves
				
and others!

				• Organizations:

				 As their blueprint for leading creating
				
successful, winning organizations!
“These strategies will help you to achieve your dreams and goals!”
— Brian Tracy, Legendary Speaker, Author, Trainer & Consultant Top-Selling Author
of 70 books Spoken for 5,000,000 people in US, Canada & 73 other countries

– Emily McGrath - Digital Technology:
Cybersecurity PMO Business Delivery &
Process Management

The Ideal Professional Speaker for Your Next Conference or Event!
860-395-9857

www.clearlifect.com

jackie@clearlifect.com

